under my predecessor, no one from the painting school had An experi-entered for the much sought after Rome scholarship for meat at the rural painting heretofore regularly gained by students from London the Slade School, a fair proportion was now won by College County students, as well as scholarships for engraving and sculpture, Hall The Royal Academy Schools were likewise competing with success,
The relations between the Royal Academy School, then under Charles Sims, and the Royal College, were cordial. The Slade School stood aloof, contemptuous both of the Academy and the Royal College; in spite of friendly approaches, Tonks remained coy. For Tonks the Slade was the only school, Slade methods the only righteous methods. But it was the Slade School of Brown, Steer and himself; a pupil of Legros5 day, as I was, did not count as a true Sladeite. Tonks' generosity and enthusiasms—and there were many —were for his own students only, On one occasion, however, Tonks did cooperate. This was when Ralph Knott, the architect to the new County Hall at Westminster, sounded Charles Sims and myself with a view to getting some mural paintings done in the Council Chamber. We deprecated giving important wall-spaces to untried youngsters; but in consultation with Henry Tonks and Walter Bayes we proposed that a set of lunettes in one of the many corridors should be painted by students, thereby showing what might be done by experienced artists on more important wall-spaces. The subjects we selected were modest ones, the London Parks; as we wrote later to The Times, believing that illustrations of contemporary and topographical interest invariably gain historic value by the mere lapse of time, we imposed as subjects the green spaces of which the London County Council are the guardians. Eight cartoons were prepared by students of each of the four schools, and placed in position, that they might be seen together and, where necessary, strengthened or modified. They were finally carried out to the architect's satisfaction, only to be rejected by the London County Council. Muirhead Bone, with his usual

